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The Twilight Saga: Breaking Dawn Part 2 (4,) IMDb min PG Subtitles and Closed Captions In the fifth and final chapter
of The Twilight Saga, the birth of Bella and Edward's child ignite forces that threaten to destroy them all.

Bella wakes up from her transformation in a silk blue dress and wearing stiletto heels. As Bella wakes up from
her transformation; she is barefoot. Bella thinks to herself that she and Edward are the same temperature after
she reacts to the temperature change. In the movie, Edward says this. Bella wakes up and Edward is holding
her hand. All of the Cullens except for Rosalie are in the room. Edward is across the room from Bella. Bella
encounters a deer and a mountain lion separately. Bella encounters a deer and a mountain lion at the same
time. On her first hunt, Bella changes course to pursue the scent of hikers in the woods. When pursued by
Edward she reacts defensively, then runs away. Bella smells the scent of a rock climber and starts to hunt him
by climbing a cliff. Edward catches up to her on a ledge, she snaps out of it and changes course. Seth receives
medical treatment from Carlisle after Bella accidentally broke his shoulder. After Jacob told Charlie about the
supernatural world and Bella being different, he asks Jacob if she can turn into an animal. Charlie asks Bella
personally, but Jacob is still the one who answers. There is a brief moment where Charlie and Bella talk before
he leaves. Edward and Alice argue over who gets to give Bella a gift first on her birthday. Edward later gives
Bella a Ferrari to replace her Mercedes Guardian. There is no argument about gifts. Alice shows Bella her
presentâ€”the cottage. Renesmee goes ahead to hunt, followed by Jacob. Bella notices Irina on a cliff and tries
to speak to her, but Irina takes off. Bella catches up with Renesmee and Jacob and stays with them. Renesmee
jumps and catches a snowflake when Irina notices her on a ridge. Jacob stays with Renesmee while Bella
immediately pursues Irina. However, Irina escapes by jumping into the ocean. Alice sees the Volturi coming
for them moments before Irina arrives in Volterra. Alice sees the Volturi coming for them once Irina tells them
about Renesmee. Bella realizes Irina thinks Renesmee is an immortal child. Edward is the one to realize this.
Jacob arrives at the Cullen house after the Cullens realized the Volturi were coming to kill them. Jacob is
present when they realized this. Edward is waiting outside. After 13 seconds of waiting, he rushes into the
cottage, prompting Bella to toss the book into the fireplace. In the movie, Bella checks the book when Edward
goes to fill up water for her bath. By the time he comes out, she has already set the book on fire in the
fireplace. This occurs after all witnesses have amassed. The Cullens meet Sam at the treaty boundary line
where he hands them the note. Sam delivers the note to the Cullen house. Bella looks into her book after the
witnesses have arrived and calls J. Jenks before meeting him at a local restaurant. Carmen is the first member
of the Denali coven that Renesmee touches to share her story. The movie includes a " French coven ", which
includes Henri and Yvette , and is not mentioned in the books. Maggie, of the Irish coven, has bright red hair.
Maggie has darker brown hair. Zafrina is more talkative than Senna. Zafrina and Senna are found by Alice and
Jasper and are convinced to go to Forks. Kachiri stays behind in South America to help Alice. He flees when
he senses the numbers of the Volturi and witnesses coming for them. Alistair still keeps to himself, but attends
a meeting with the Cullens and their allies when the Romanian coven arrives. Bella first realizes her shield
when Eleazar explains to her about her power and how much advantage she could provide for them if she
learns how to use it. Bella first realizes her shield when Eleazar tells Edward "he never told him his wife was a
shield" and then explains to her. To prove his point, Kate tests her power on her. Tanya suggests she learn how
to project it. Kate shocks Edward and then tries to shock Renesmee to motivate Bella to project her shield
better. Edward endures the shock throughout the training. Kate shocks Edward and then threatens to shock
Renesmee, but then stops and threatens to shock Edward full force to motivate her. Edward endures the
torment, but shows fear and later tries to pass the role off to Emmett. Stefan and Vladimir are introduced at the
Cullen house. Jacob and three young werewolves pursue Stefan and Vladimir. They perch on a cliff. The
Cullens and Denalis join the wolves and speak with the Romanians. Jacob comments Stefan and Vladimir as
"creep-tacular. Jenks at his office after the witnesses have all arrived. She figures out his profession and asks
him to forge legal documents for Renesmee and Jacob. She receives them one week later. Bella first meets J.
Jenks at a local restaurant after the witnesses have arrived. After Alistair deserts the Cullens out of fear of the
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Volturi, the remaining vampires have heated arguments amongst themselves. When Stefan and Vladimir
decide that they will help fight, almost everyone else comes on board with a commitment to fight the Volturi if
needed. Edward is the one who makes an appeal to his guests to not only witness, but to fight for the sake of
his family and for the way they want to live. Amun wants to leave but Benjamin convinces him otherwise.
Everyone else commits to help fight the Volturi. Edward gives Charlie a fishing machine for Christmas. Bella
and Edward give Charlie and Sue tickets to Fraser River for a fishing trip in order to keep them from danger.
Bella gives Renesmee the golden locket on Christmas. Bella gives Renesmee the golden locket the night
before the confrontation. Renesmee grows to the size of a three year-old toddler at the end of the series.
Renesmee grows to the size of a young child at the end of the movie. In the battle vision, Benjamin creates a
sinkhole with a punch to the ground and many participants either fall or get pushed down. As did some
shape-shiftersâ€”namely Leah. He uses fire to start a bonfire the night before the confrontation. The
confrontation is almost completely peaceful. Before the fight began, Alice and Jasper emerge just in time to
stop it and present Nahuel and Huilen. The confrontation seemingly turns violent and a battle ensues. Jacob
and Renesmee are chased by Santiago as they run across the forest. Many characters lose their lives, including
Aro, Carlisle and Jasper. However, this turns out to be a vision of the definite future if the Volturi decided to
fight. Aro has Renata as his personal bodyguard due to her powerful gift to repel opponents. Edward confirms
that she was only one he has ever met with a shielding power. Edward confirms that he has met more than one.
Bella does receive the necklace, but does not wear it at the confrontation. Garrett promises Kate to follow her
anywhere if they live through the day before the Volturi attack. Garrett makes his promise before the Volturi
arrive. Charles, Chelsea and Renata do not exist in the movies. Amun and Kebi leave the confrontation after
giving their witness. Charles and Makenna also take their leave. Amun and Kebi remain in the clearing, but
leave right after the situation was cleared when everyone was celebrating.
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Chapter 2 : Breaking Dawn Part 2: The Movie - Stephenie Meyer
The following are noted differences between the original Breaking Dawn novel and the movie. Warning - this page
contains numerous spoilers about both the novel and the film.

Plot summary[ edit ] Breaking Dawn is divided into three separate parts. Two weeks into their honeymoon,
Bella realizes that she is pregnant with a half-vampire, half-human child and that her condition is progressing
at an unnaturally accelerated rate. After contacting Carlisle, who confirms her pregnancy, she and Edward
immediately return home to Forks, Washington , where the fetus continues to develop at an abnormal speed.
The second part of the book is written from the perspective of Jacob Black, a werewolf who had also fallen in
love with Bella. A month after the wedding, Bella calls her father, Charlie Swan, and says that she is sick.
Jacob thinks that Bella is now a vampire and attempts to lead an assault on the Cullens for breaking the treaty.
When he arrives, he discovers that Bella is sick, but it is from her pregnancy, not a disease. Jacob begs Bella to
abort the fetus and save her life, but Bella is determined that she will live long enough to have the baby and be
transformed into a vampire. Jacob runs off in his werewolf form and keeps thinking of what Bella had said.
After a chance remark by Jacob, they discover that the baby simply craves blood, and Bella has to drink it out
of a cup for the greatest effectiveness. Bella gets better, but the fetus grows swiftly and the timing of birth is
unknown due to the lack of any related medical knowledge on human-vampire births. Carlisle, the experienced
doctor, is out of the house to replenish blood supplies from a hospital blood bank when Bella falls, detaching
the placenta and inducing labor. The baby breaks many of her bones, including her spine, and she loses
massive amounts of blood. In order to save her life, Edward changes her into a vampire by injecting his venom
into her heart. Instead, he "imprints"â€”an involuntary response in which a shape-shifter finds his soul
mateâ€”on her. However, the vampire Irina misidentifies Renesmee as an "immortal child," a human child
who has been turned into a vampire. Because immortal children are uncontrollable, creating them has been
outlawed by the Volturi. After Irina presents her allegations to the Volturi, they plan to destroy Renesmee and
the Cullens. In an attempt to survive, the Cullens gather other vampire clans from around the world to stand as
witnesses and prove to the Volturi that Renesmee is not an immortal child. As local and foreign vampires
arrive, the Cullen house becomes the headquarters and training ground for the assorted vampires and the
Quileute wolf packs. Huilen tells of how her sister fell in love with a vampire and became pregnant with his
child. She also shares that when Nahuel was born, he bit her and made her immortal. Nahuel demonstrates that
the hybrids pose no threat, and the Volturi agree to leave the Cullens alone. The Cullens and their allies return
to their homes in peace, accepting that the Volturi may one day return. When Edward and Bella are alone, she
lets him read her mind for the first time, sharing her feelings about him from her memories. He asks to see her
memories again, but she tells him it would take time to show him again. Edward reminds her not to worry, as
they have eternity to spend together. Development[ edit ] Originally, Meyer wrote a book titled Forever Dawn,
which was a direct sequel to Twilight. What do you name the most unique baby in the world? I looked through
a lot of baby name websites. Eventually I realized that there was no human name that was going to work for
me, so I surrendered to necessity and made up my own. She overcame the major obstacles in her path and
fought her way to the place she wanted to be. Stories need conflict, and the conflicts that are Bella-centric are
resolved. It also hints that the novel would have a happy ending for the couples, as in The Merchant of Venice.
The concert series sold out three of its four locations on the day that tickets went on sale, [19] selling out in
under an hour in one city. I loved Breaking Dawn. It should have been two books. Nobody has to renounce
anything or suffer more than temporarilyâ€”in other words, grandeur is out. Breaking Dawn in April The film
was split into two parts; the first part of the film was released on November 18, , [42] and the second part was
released on November 16, The film did not follow the book strictly, as many of the scenes were created from
scratch to add tension to the narrative.
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Chapter 3 : Breaking Dawn by Stephenie Meyer online reading at www.nxgvision.com
Online shopping from a great selection at Books Store.

The movie picks up where the previous movie left off, right when Bella Cullen opens her eyes after her
transformation into a vampire. She requests to meet her daughter, Renesmee Cullen , but Edward tells her she
needs to hunt first. During the hunt, she quickly learns to harness her heightened senses and abilities: Bella
tries to feed on a deer, but a mountain lion attacks first, forcing Bella to settle for feeding on the lion instead.
When they return home, Jacob Black tells Bella that she still looks like herself, though the red eyes are
something to get used to. Bella then finds out that Jacob has imprinted on Renesmee and angrily confronts him
about it. However, everyone is impressed by her restraint, given that a newborn would have typically killed by
him now. Her anger escalates to a nearly dangerous level when Jacob calls her daughter "Nessie"â€”a
nickname derived from the Loch Ness Monster â€”to the point that she tries to attack him. Seth Clearwater
interferes and gets thrown into a tree by Bella herself and she apologizes to him right after. Jacob continues to
reason with Bella about the situation and finally succeeds. Edward and Bella in their closet. Bella and Edward
spend the night there, with Bella wondering how long they can have sex since they never tire. Edward says
Rosalie and Emmett were so bad, it took an entire decade before the rest of the Cullens could stand being
within 5 miles of them. Bella says they may be worse, with Edward agreeing. Jacob, upset by the thought of
separation from "Nessie", runs to Charlie to show him his ability to transform into a wolf, then explain that
Bella had to change in order to get better from her "illness". Charlie confronts Bella, demanding answers, but
she explains she would have to leave if he wants the truth. After Charlie leaves, Bella is congratulated for her
self-control, but Emmett teases her even though Edward warns him not to anger the strongest vampire in the
house. Emmett and Bella have an arm wrestling match, which she wins due to her superior newborn strength.
She remarks that though her time as a human was over, being a vampire had made her more alive; that she was
born to be one. At the rate of her development, Renesmee may live a shorter life than a human. Bella and
Edward are standing in front of Renesmee on the battle field. Months later, Irina comes to Forks and
misidentifies Renesmee as an " immortal child " a child who has been turned into a vampire when she sees her
from a distance. Bella tries to catch up to her, but fails. In the hopes of resolving the matter peacefully, the
Cullens set out to find their friends the Denali , Egyptian , Irish , Amazon , and Romanian covens , as well as
some nomads from all around the world to stand as witnesses for them and prove to the Volturi that Renesmee
is not an immortal child. Bella finds out that she has the ability to block psychic powers from Eleazar and
Edward, and begins to learn how to protect others with it. Bella, Edward, Renesmee and Jacob during the
confrontation. Bella finds a clue left by Alice in her book Wuthering Heights , who has left the family with
Jasper , and goes to find J. Jenks , a lawyer who has been forging illegal documents for the Cullens for
decades. Bella packs several thousand dollars along with the forged documents into a backpack so Renesmee
and Jacob will not have finacial problems for a while; she also includes a letter to her daughter to explain
things. Alistair , one of the witnesses, leaves for his own survival. The Cullens and their allies gather around a
bonfire the night before the confrontation and share war-stories. Upon confronting the gathered Cullen
witnesses the following morning, the Volturi discover that they have been misinformed. They then
immediately execute Irina for her "false accusation" in a ploy to get Kate and Tanya to retaliate in vengeance
as a justification to fight; however, Zafrina prevents them from doing so. Alice and Jasper return in time to
present their "proof" that Renesmee poses no danger, but Aro is determined to destroy the Cullens. The rest of
the Cullens, Volturi and their respective allies engage in a huge battle during which Jasper , Seth and Leah
Clearwater are killed along with multiple others while Renesmee escapes with Jacob. The scene is then
brought back to the moment when Alice "shows" Aro her proof, revealing that the entire battle scene was a
vision of his demise if he proceeds with his plan to destroy them. The new witnesses, Huilen and her
half-vampire nephew, Nahuel , tell their story, revealing that hybrids are actually much like pure vampires, but
with a few human traits. The Cullens and their allies take a moment to rejoice in their victory. The Romanians
demand to launch an attack, but no one is willing to, prompting their ambition to come to an end. A fully
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grown Renesmee with her parents and Jacob. As Jasper and Renesmee bid their friends goodbye, Edward and
Jacob relish in their knowledge that Renesmee will be around for a long time, their uneasiness about her
lifespan put to rest. Edward tells Jacob that she is lucky to have him. Jacob asks if he should start calling
Edward "dad" now, but he refuses immediately. Renesmee asks Bella if they will all be together now. Edward,
who saw it through her mind, responds with a smile. Sometime later, back in the meadow , Bella removes her
shield to give Edward access to her thoughts for the first time. An amazed Edward asks how she did it, and she
replies to have been practicing, then adds that he now knows no one has ever loved anyone as much as she
loves him, but he disagrees saying there is one exception. He then asks her to remove her shield again. She
assures him that they have a lot of time. Edward adds "forever", and Bella agrees. The book is just so long!
Subsequently, Summit had to negotiate new deals with the main cast, Kristen Stewart , Robert Pattinson , and
Taylor Lautner , since they were only under contract for four films. She added that, quote: Rosenberg was
referring to the worry of some fans about the movie being rated R because of love scenes between Edward and
Bella. She added that a lot can be done in a PG movie, despite what skeptics may think or say. Filming
officially began on November 1, in Brazil. It took about four to five weeks to shoot the ending sequence of
Part 2 which would consume about twenty-seven minutes of the film. The sequence was shot using a green
screen and fake snow with 75 actors on set. Robert Pattinson and Kristen Stewart filmed that day as the very
last day of filming for the Twilight franchise.
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Chapter 4 : Valentines for The Twilight Saga by Stephenie Meyer - Part 2 - Novel Novice
The Twilight Saga: Breaking Dawn - Part 2 (commonly referred to as Breaking Dawn: Part 2) is a American romantic
drama fantasy film directed by Bill Condon and based on the novel Breaking Dawn by Stephenie Meyer.

The synopsis below may give away important plot points. Synopsis Bella awakens to a new world. Bella
wants to see her baby but as a newborn vampire, she is also blood-thirsty and Edward suggests that she hunts
and feeds before she sees their baby. During the hunt, Bella is distracted by the unexpected presence of a
rock-climber. When the climber skins his knee on the rocks, causing it to ooze blood, Bella starts to lose
control, and rushes up the rock to get to him. Edwards follows, trying to persuade her to go back. Bella then
begins to stalk a small deer. She sees a mountain lion with the intent to feed on the deer as well, so she attacks
and feeds off the mountain lion. Well-fed, she returns to the Cullen home, anxious to see her baby. Jacob
insists that Bella get used to his smell for the well being of the baby. Bella is confused by this and Edward
shakes his head at Jacob, warning him to not tell Bella that he has imprinted on Renesmee. Bella realizes now
that Jacob, being a wolf, really does smell bad to her. Edward assures Jacob that Bella can handle meeting
Renesmee and Bella is at last reunited with her. Jacob is still fretting and the entire clan watches with varying
degrees of amusement as Bella learns that Jacob has imprinted on Renesmee and is thus bonded with her for
life. Angrily, she confronts Jacob, who tries to reason with her. Seth and Leah, in their wolf forms, try to
defend Jacob, and Bella angrily knocks Seth into a tree when he moves to protect Jake. She is instantly
contrite. As a wedding gift, the Cullens have renovated a cottage on the property for Bella and Edward to give
them some privacy. They again make love, which Bella enjoys even more as a vampire. Bella wonders why
they would ever want to stop making love since it feels so great, especially since they never have to stop to
take a breath or sleep. Bella misses Charlie, and is saddened when Carlisle points out that the kindest thing to
do would be to tell Charlie that she has died so he can grieve. Emmett remarks how he is going to miss Forks
and Carlisle responds that they always return. Jacob is taken aback by the prospect of losing Renesmee, and
argues that they cannot leave Forks. The Cullens see no other way around the problem. Jacob takes the matter
into his own hands by exposing himself as a werewolf to Charlie - Charlie is embarrassed and alarmed as
Jacob awkwardly as begins to strip with a fumbling explanation, and shocked when he then turns into a wolf.
Jacob explains that Bella has also undergone an "unusual" change but wants to have him in her life, if he can
handle it. With hurried coaching from her new family, Bella is taught to fake blink, breathe and move slowly.
Bella manages to control her blood thirst when Charlie visits and act almost normal, telling him only what he
needs to know, even though he realizes that she has changed. When they embrace, he notices her cold body.
He agrees that he does not need to know and falls in love with his "special" grandchild. After Charlie leaves,
Emmett jokingly remarks that Bella seems too tame to be a true newborn. But Bella proves she has the
physical strength of a newborn by besting Emmett in arm wrestling, and then smashing a huge boulder as the
other Cullens watch in amusement. In a matter of weeks, Renesmee can talk and grows big enough to walk
and hunt, which is a matter of concern for the family, because they fear she will age too quickly and die. Every
moment is precious. When Bella and Jacob take Renesmee to catch snowflakes, Irina, a sister of the Denali
clan, sees Renesmee from a distance, and mistakes her for an "immortal child," a child that has been made a
vampire -- one of the highest crimes under Volturi law, because immortal children are undisciplined, never
become mature, and can slaughter whole villages in one outburst of emotion. This would make it impossible
to hide the existence of vampires from humankind. But later, Alice foresees the Volturi marching to destroy
Renesmee and the whole Cullen clan. When she notes that Irina was with the Volturi, Edward puts everything
together and realizes that Irina reported the Cullens to the Volturi. Shortly after, Sam shows up with a
handwritten note from Alice. Sam explains that Alice and Jasper received permission to cross through
Quileute land to the ocean. The note Alice wrote tells Bella and the Cullens that they should gather witnesses
to vouch for Renesmee, because the Volturi will appear when the snowfall sticks. Jenks, Seattle- destroy this.
Bella makes an appointment with J. Jenks and meets him at a restaurant -- private, yet public; Mr. Jenks is
sufficiently wary of the Cullens to protect himself. She discovers that Jasper has ordered fake passports for
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Jake and Renesmee, as well as a driving license and birth certificates. To stop the Volturi, the Cullens decide
to call in their friends from around the world to witness that Renesmee is not an immortal child, but is
half-human with a heart beat. Benjamin can control the elements. Kate, of the Denali, can generate electric
shocks. Zafrina, from Brazil, has power over the mind, and can make others see whatever she wants them to
see, for instance, making Edward believe he was in the middle of a rain forest. Bella is the only one who can
stand against Jane or Alec. The pack works to train and explain everything to the new members. While Jacob
is training a small group of newly phased Quileute wolves, two more vampires arrive, who Jacob realizes were
uninvited. These final guests, Vladimir and Stefan, are eager for a battle with the Volturi. After the coven is
destroyed, however, Aro will provide "proof" that the gifted member has repented sufficiently to be forgiven,
and placed in a position of honor in the Volturi guard. Aro desperately wants to add her power of foresight to
the Volturi. At this point Edward stands forward and asks all the covens to fight alongside his family, as Aro
could easily come after the others, one at a time. Jacob assures that the wolf packs will also fight, and one by
one, each group of assembled vampires pledges to defend the Cullens in battle. At the first snowfall, the
Cullens and their friends gather on a mountaintop at night. While they are awaiting the Volturi, and telling war
stories, Bella gives Renesmee a pendant expressing her love for her, and tells Renesmee that the next day, she
will need to stay with Jacob at all times, no matter what; even if Bella tells Jacob to take Renesmee far away.
Renesmee is frightened, sensing the trouble brewing, and Bella holds her and rocks her to sleep. The other
Cullens stand watching, and Carlisle talks about how all the vampire covens have something to fight for,
including Carlisle himself. Watching Bella and Renesmee, Edward thanks Carlisle for the extraordinary life he
now has. Morning comes and the assembled vampire and wolf groups stand on a field on the mountain slope
to await the Volturi, who advance majestically en masse. Carlisle tries to reason with Aro. Aro calls Edward
forward and reads his thoughts to discover that Renesmee is not an immortal child, but is half vampire and
half human. He calls Renesmee forward. Bella, Jacob and Emmett come forward with her. Aro is charmed as
she shows him her history and nature. Aro realizes Irina was mistaken. Irina admits that the child she saw was
smaller and apologizes for her mistake, taking full responsibility. Aro moves to his plan B, to provoke the
group with the execution of Irina. Tanya and Kate, distraught at the sudden and shocking death of their sister,
immediately respond, and it takes the work of the rest of the allies to control them. Zafrina temporarily blinds
them to calm and slow them. They realize it was his plan to invoke a violent response. As the Cullens and
their supporters regain their control, Aro moves on to Plan C and suggests to his followers that because
Renesmee is unprecedented, she is unpredictable and therefore unsafe. He explains in this age of technology,
only the known are safe and they know nothing of what Renesmee will become. Suddenly, from the woods,
Alice and Jasper stride forward into the clearing. Alice attempts to show Aro she has seen the future and
Renesmee poses no threat. However, in a blink, suddenly, Alice gasps in consternation as she realizes that no
matter what she shows Aro, he has already decided on the future of the Cullens: Alice turns and gives Bella a
surreptitious signal that it is time for Jake to take Renesmee to safety. Alice then turns and kicks Aro across
the field. Grimly, Bella sends Jacob and Renesmee away, and as Jacob speeds away, she turns to face the
Volturi. Jane attempts to weaken Edward with her power and is frustrated when she realizes that Bella, with a
satisfied smile, is protecting him with her shield. Alice and Jasper are seized by the Volturi, which brings
Carlisle flashing forward in loud protest. Seeing Bella shielding Jasper from Jane, while Jasper fights with
Demitri, Alec leaps at Bella and grapples her, breaking her concentration; Jane is then able to disable Jasper
with pain. Felix holds Jasper while Demitri decapitates him. Jacob cannot run at full speed while carrying
Renesmee on his back, allowing a Volturi pursuer to gain ground. The battle starts go badly for the Cullens
and their allies; Bella is being overpowered by four Volturi, another Quileute falls and Edward is fighting a
losing battle with Demitri. Benjamin smashes his fist into the ground, causing the earth to crack open,
revealing lava far below. Demitri shoves Edward down into the crevasse and turns away, only to see Edward
has barely escaped death by clinging to the side; Edward leaps back out of the crevasse and kills Demitri.
Esme claws desperately to keep from falling in as a Volturi clings to her back trying to kill her. Unable to
affect Alice with her powers, Jane turns and flees, but Alice leaps ahead of her, seizes Jane by the throat and
throws her to Sam, who gladly rips her head off. As Vladimir and Stefan close in on Marcus, he simply sighs
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in relief and welcomes his death by their ripping off his arms. Finally, Aro charges at Edward and Bella. He
knocks them both over. Edward grabs Bella and throws her into a kick that knocks over Aro. Suddenly, the
scene shifts, and we return to Alice gazing at Aro: She has shown him and us the future she has foreseen if he
continues on this path, and has made him realize that they will die if their meeting turns into a war.
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Chapter 5 : Breaking Dawn - Stephenie Meyer
Later, Bella is reading the note, and seeing that it was written on the back of a page from the book 'Merchant of Venice,'
she realizes Alice took the page from Bella's own copy of the book. Consulting it, she finds a cryptic note that reads, 'J.
Jenks, Seattle- destroy this.'.

Development[ edit ] After confirming one film, Summit Entertainment had been keeping their eye on a fifth
installment. If the actors holding Summit back from making an official announcement did not reach an
agreement with them, the studio would not have minded recasting their roles, as was done in The Twilight
Saga: However, in June , Summit officially confirmed that a two-part adaptation of the fourth book would
start production and it was made clear that all major actors, including the three lead roles, the Cullen family,
and Charlie Swan , would return for both parts. Pre-production[ edit ] By August , Rosenberg said that the
scripts for Part 1 and 2 were 75 to 85 percent completed. She found the greatest challenge in writing the scripts
to be the final sequence of Part 2: You have to track [keep it all in one setting] hundreds of characters.
Marriage is not quite the experience that they thought it was. Condon explains, "Like, everything that got set
up there gets resolved here. However, he said that if the second film were to be released in 3D, he would like
to shoot it with the proper equipment in "real" 3D as was done with Avatar , not convert it into 3D in
post-production as was done with Clash of the Titans On the subject of the final day and her final moment as
Bella, Stewart stated, "After that scene, my true final scene, I felt like I could shoot up into the night sky and
every pore of my body would shoot light. Every difficult moment just vanished. These re-shoots did not
include any new scenes or dialogue. New Moon, and the look of the creatures has evolved, becoming more
photo real over the course of the saga, with the input of three different directors. Finding that balance of how
much of a human performance versus an animal performance was important for Bill. He would always give us
direction like Sam should be angrier. His treating these creatures as characters, instead of just computer bits,
was really great. We edged towards something a bit more feral. So we have to be very careful about that
balance, because it takes hundreds of hours to render each wolf. Breaking Dawn â€” Part 2 soundtrack It was
revealed in January that the soundtrack for Part 2 had already started production. Carter Burwell , the
composer of Twilight and Breaking Dawn: Part 1 , returned to score the final installment of the series. In later
announcements, Burwell confirmed that the score for the film was complete. Breaking Dawn â€” Part 1
brought us," Burwell affirmed. In all territories, it opened with similar or higher earnings than its immediate
predecessor. This is the eighth-largest opening outside North America and the largest opening. Condon closes
the series in fine, smooth style. He gives fans all the lovely flowers, conditioned hair and lightly erotic,
dreamy kisses they deserve". He concluded by saying, ""Breaking Dawn, Part 2" must be one of the more
serious entries in any major movie franchiseâ€¦ it bit the bullet, and I imagine fans will be pleased.
Chapter 6 : The Twilight Saga: New Moon () - IMDb
The Twilight Saga: Breaking Dawn - Part 2 isn't really like that, and works all the better for it. One of the biggest reasons
for that improvement is that Bella has finally become a vampire. One of the biggest reasons for that improvement is that
Bella has finally become a vampire.

Chapter 7 : the twilight saga breaking dawn part 2 | Download eBook pdf, epub, tuebl, mobi
Guest a month ago Now, sorry twihards, but this book stinks. It's a dumpster fire as is the entire twilight series. There's
maybe one good character in there.
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omggg, this took like so long XD marina started it, and www.nxgvision.com, i kinda finished it o_o marina's comp brokee,
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and school started yeah. miranda's making the next one, so hopefully it wouldn.

Chapter 9 : Breaking Dawn - Wikipedia
Breaking Dawn is the fourth and final novel in The Twilight Saga by American author Stephenie www.nxgvision.comd
into three parts, the first and third sections are written from Bella Swan's perspective and the second is written from the
perspective of Jacob Black.
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